1. INTRODUCTION Several of the fundamental theorems about algebraic K, and Kr are concerned with finding unimodular elements, that is, elements of a projective module which generate a free summand. In this paper we use the notion of a basic element (in the terminology of Swan [22] ) to extend these theorems to the context of finitely generated modules. Our techniques allow a simplification and strengthening of existing results even in the projective case.
Our main theorem, Theorem A, is an extension to the nonprojective case of a strong version of Serre's famous theorem on free summands of projective modules. It has as its immediate consequences (in the projective case) Bass's theorems about cancellation of modules and stable range of rings [ 1, Theorems 9.3 and 11.11 and the theorem of Forster and Swan on "the number of generators of a module."
In the non-projective case it implies a mild strengthening of Kronecker's well-known result that every radical ideal in an n-dimensional noetherian ring is the radical of n + 1 elements. (If the ring is a polynomial ring, then n elements suffice [7] ; this can be proved by methods similar to those of Theorem A.) Theorem A also contains the essential point of Bourbaki's theorem [4, Theorem 4 .61 that any torsion-free module over an integrally closed ring is an extension of an ideal by a free module.
We also prove a theorem which gives an improvement of the Forster-Swan theorem already mentioned. The Forster-Swan theorem gives a bound (in terms of some local information) on the number of elements required to generate certain modules over a nice ring A. Our Theorem B says that, if g is the number of generators for a module M which the Forster-Swan theorem predicts, then a set of g generators for M can be obtained from any set asf generators for M by suitable elementary transformati~ons. Bass's stable range theorem is nothing but the special case of this in which M = A.
There are three techniques which we use throughout this paper, and which are perhaps worthy of note:
The first has already been mentioned-it is the systematic use of basic elements in place of unimodular elements. The definition is this: If is a commutative ring, A an R-algebra finitely generated as an R module, and M a finitely generated A-module, then we will say that an element m E M is basic if for all primes p of 42 the image of m in MD is part of a minimal system of generators of M, over A, . The element m E M is said to be j-basic if the above condition is satisfied just for maximal ideals p (see Section 2 for more precise definitions).
The use of basic (rather than unimodular) elements is necessary to produce a good result in the non-projective case. But in the projective case the two notions almost coincide. Unimodular elements of a projective module are obviously basic, and any basic element of a projective module generates a direct summand. If the projective is free (or in case A = R) the direct summand will be free. See Lemma 1 for the details.
The second technique on which our theorems rest is the use of j-prime ideals, which were also introduced by Swan in [22] . A j-prime ideal of a commutative ring is by definition a prime ideal which is an intersection of maximal ideals. The use of j-prime ideals avoids the clumsiness of working with closed sets in the maximal spectrum, and is helpful in the formulation of the proofs of our non-projective extensions. The last technical point we will mention is an extremely simple, but effective, version of the Chinese remainder theorem that works for any finite set of prime ideals, even with containment relations. Its use goes back at least to Eorster's paper [ll, Hilfssatz I]. We use it constantly, but it is perhaps most clearly visible in the proof of Lemma 2. he plan of this paper is as follows: Section 2 is concerned with the fundamental definitions we will use. Theorem A is stated in Section 3. Before proving it, we spell out its applications to the results mentioned in the second paragraph of this introduction.
We have included full proofs of these results so that our paper could be read as an introduction to this part of K-theory and module theory.
The proof of Theorem A, modulo 3 lemmas, is given in Section 4. The lemmas themselves are proved in Sections 5-6. (The rather technical result on semisimple artinian rings, which is proved in Section 6, is required only for the non-commutative case of the theorems.) Section 7 is devoted to Theorem B, our strengthening of the Forster-Swan theorem.
In Section 8 we have collected some of the open problems in this area that seem to us most interesting. We have also included an example which has obstructed our attempts to improve Bass's cancellation theorem.
We are very grateful to M. Artin, who suffered with us through early versions of this material. In particular, he pushed us toward Theorem A by showing us an unpublished manuscript in which he proved the commutative case of the first statement of Theorem A (this was a conjecture of ID. Rees). We are also grateful to Artin for his patience in trying to explain to us that we were merely "trying to put a general position argument in general position."
We are pleased to express our debt to H. Bass and I. Kaplansky. Bass showed us a technical trick which rescued the non-commutative case of Theorem B, while the original impetus for Theorem B (indeed, for undertaking the work that led to this paper) came from Kaplansky's elegant exposition of the proof of the Stable Range Theorem given in [9, Theorem 2.31.
HYPOTHESES AND DEFINITIONS
In this section we establish the basic hypotheses, definitions, and symbols that will be used throughout the paper.
R will always denote a commutative j-noetherian ring (see definition below). A will be an R algebra which is finitely generated as an R module, and M will be a finitely generated A module.
A reader who is not completely at home in this field may find it helpful, for a first reading, to assume that R is noetherian and that A = R. A further simplification in language can be achieved without too much loss by dropping all the '7" prefixes.
DEFINITION.
A j-ideal of a commutative ring is an ideal which is an intersection of maximal ideals. A commutative ring is j-noetherian if it satisfies the ascending chain condition on j-ideals.
The name j-ideal is suggested by the fact that R has zero Jacobson radical modulo a j-ideal. The notions connected with j-ideals were used by Swan in [22] in order to avoid some of the complications of working with the maximal spectrum, which has no generic points.
In [I] , the hypothesis for Serre's theorem and related results was that the ring R has noetherian maximal spectrum, that is, that the closed subsets of the maximal spectrum of R satisfy the descending chain condition. Since these closed sets correspond to j-ideals of R, we see that R has a noetherian maximal spectrum if and only if R is j-noetherian. e -will adhere to the ideal theoretic language throughout the paper We record some details: -4 prime j-ideal of R will be called a j-p&e of R. The j--d~mens&z of R is the length of a maximal chain of j-primes of R. The j-h&g& of a j-prime p is the maximal length of a chain of j-primes contained in p.
e note that the j-dimension of R coincides with the dimension of the maximal spectrum of
We also require some ideas connected with the number of generators of a module. If A is a ring and M a finitely generated A module we will write ~J(A, M) for the minimal number of generators of M as an A-modtile.
The following definition is central to this paper:
If A is an R algebra, p a prime ideal of A-module, and M' an A-submodule of M, we will say that M' is basic iz 34 at p if p(A, , (M/M'),)
If ma )...) VQ E M, then we will say that 7nz ,... , nz, are u-fold basic in M at p if the submodule C:=, Am, , is u-fold basic in M at p.
An element m E M is j-basic if it is basic at all thej-primes of that m is j-basic if m is basic at every maximal ideal of R.
In expositions of Serre's theorem, there is usually a lemma which says that the set of primes at which a given element is unimodular is open. This becomes false if we replace unimodular by basic.
However, the set of primes where M requires at least k + 1 generators does play an important role. To preserve the ideal-theoretic language we imitate Kaplansky's unpublished treatment of Swan's theorem on the number of generators of a module and make the following definition: DEFIKITION. Let A be an R-algebra and M an A-modtile.
For the purpose of this definition, we let Nt be the set of all A submodules M' C M which can be generated by t elements. . Since R is j-noetberian, the collection of j-primes, each of which is minimal over some IL(A, M), is fenite. The finiteness of this set of primes is the elementary but crucial fact needed in the proofs of our theorems.
THE EXTENSION OF SERRE'S THEOREM AND ITS CONSEQUEWES
In this section we state our extension of Serre's theorem. We also record a number of results, some already well known, which easily follow from it. THEOREM A. Let R be a commutative J-noetherian ring with j-dim R = d < co, A an R-algebra which is a finitely generated R module, and M a Jinitely generated A-module. Then: (iii) If R has a noetherian spectrum, then the statements (i) and (ii) remain true when one deletes all occurrences of "j."
Remark.
Let 9'$ denote the set of j-primes of R of j-height <t; and, if p E 8, , write dim,(p) for the length of a maximal chain of primes containing p and belonging to Pit . By restricting one's attention to primes belonging to 8, > and using dim, in place of j-dim throughout the proof of Theorem A, one can obtain a theorem without hypotheses on the j-dimension of R. For example, in (ii) above, if one weakens the hypothesis, and supposes only that M is (dim,(p) + I)-fold basic in M for all p E Yt , then the element M obtained in Theorem A will be basic at all primes of P't . We have exploited this stronger version of Theorem A in Corollaries 2 and 3 in Section 6.
We will now record some results, several of them already well known, which follow easily from Theorem A. We will assume, as always, that R is a commutative j-noetherian ring, A is an R algebra which is a finitely generated R-module, and M is a finitely generated A-module. (b) If R and P are as above, and if P is generated by elements m, ,..., m, , then the generator of the fTee direct summand may be chosen to be of the form m = m, + a2m2 + ". + aumu with ai E A.
Remark.
What Serre actually proved was proved the non-commutative case of (a) in [l, observed and used by Murthy in [18] for the c Pcmf.
It obviously suffices to prove (b). We choose a finitely generated projective A module 0 such that P @Q is free. Since P has rank at least d + 1 at each localization, we see that P is (d + I)-fold basic in P @Q at each&prime p of R. Theorem (Aii) with t = 1, a = 1 gives us the existence of an eiement m E P of the required form which is j-basic in p 0 Q. The following lemma finishes the proof: EEMMA 1. Let F be a jinitely generated frree A modub, m EF a j-basic element. Tken m generates a free direct summand q-is Remark.
If A = R, the above is true if F is only assumed to be finitely generated and projective.
Prooj.
Suppose F g A". Multiplication by m induces an epimorphism A -G Am. We will show that 01 is an isomorphism and thatll'/dm is projective. Together, these statements imply that Am is a free direct summand of F. Since F/Am is finitely presented, it suffices to prove these statements locally; thus, we will assume that R is a local ring. Since m EF is basic, it now follows that F/&n may be generated by u -1 elements, so that there exists an epimorphism y: Au-l + F/Am. Putting this together with 01 we obtain the following commutative diagram with exact rows:
where $ is obtained from 01 and some lifting of y to a map AU-l -+ F. It follows from the diagram that /? is an epimorphism. Since A is a finitely generated module over the commutative ring R and F G A", this implies that ,B is an isomorphism since by a theorem of [25] , or [19] , epimorphic endomorphisms of finitely generated modules over commutative rings are isomorphisms.
(Since F is free over A, /3 is split so we can prove that /3 is an isomorphism more simply. If we put K = ker ,L3, we have P; z F @ K. Thus, for the maximal ideal p of R, we have
Since the summands are finite dimensional vector spaces over w/p, we see that K/pK = 0. By Nakayama's lemma, this implies K = 0, so /I is an isomorphism as claimed.) Since p is an isomorphism, 01 is an isomorphism, and F/Am is projective as claimed. 1 By using the remark following Theorem A, it is possible to prove a somewhat more general result, which we now state. Note that we make no hypothesis on j-dim R. For simplicity, we formulate the statement only in the case A = R. COROLLARY 2. Suppose that P is a finitely generated projective R module and suppose that at each j-prime p of 8, , P, has rank at least t f 1. Then there is an element m E P such that the ideal P*(m) = {a(m) ( 01 E Hom,(P, R)} of R has j-height at least t + 1.
Proof. It is clear that P*(m) = R if and only if Rm is a free summand of P or, equivalently, if and only if m is j-basic in P. As in the proof of Corollary 1, we may consider P as a direct summand of a finitely generated free module F. Then P is (f + I)-fold basic in F at each j-prime of R. Thus by Theorem A(ii), with a = 1, there is an element m E P which is basic at everyp E g$ . Thus (P*)*(m) = RR, for each suchp. But P,*(m) = (P*(m)), since HomXp(P, , R,) = (Hom,(P, R)), . Thus j-height (P*(m)) > t + 1 as claimed. 1 COROLLARY 3 (Bourbaki's theorem [4, Theorem 4.61). Let R be an integrally closed noetherian domain and let M be a finitely generated torsion-free R-module. Then there exists a free submodule F C M such that M/F is isomorphic to an ideal of R.
Proof. We proceed by induction on s = p(R(,,) , Mt,)). If s = 1, then M is isomorphic to an ideal of R. Thus it suffices to prove that, ifs > 2, there exists an element m E M such that M/Rm is torsion-free.
We now suppose s >, 2. Then for every prime ideal p of R we have &A?, , M,) > 2. By the remark following Theorem A applied with t = 1, there is an element m E M which is basic at every prime ideal p of R with ht( p) < 1. We will prove M/Rm is torsion-free by showing that it is torsionfree when localized at any prime ideal of R.
Recall that, if N is a module over a local ring R with maximal ideal p, then the depth of N is the smallest integer k such that See [15] or [I& Theorem 391 for details. Now we return to the proof. If p C R is a prime ideal of height 1, then, by (x), R, is a discrete valuation ring, so MD is free. ut m is basic in M at p. Thus, by Eemma 1, (Rm), is a direct summan of MD so (IkqRm), is torsion-free.
Next we assume that M/Rm is not torsion-free and let p f 0 be a prime ideal which is associated to MjRm. Since (~/R~)~ is torsion over Rp, 1 we see from the previous paragraph that ht(p) > 1. ut dept~~~~~~~ 3 I is torsion-free, and depth, (M/RPz)~ = 0 since p, is associated to The long exact seque&e in Ext, j&,/p,, -) now yields ) < 1, which cantradicts (x). Thus" M/Rnz is torsion-free as COROLLARY 4 (Sass's cancellation theorem [l, Theorem 9.1]). %et j-dim = d < 00, and let P be a Jinitely generated projective A-~~d~~e whose at each localization is at least d + I. Let f! be any~~~te~y generated projective A-mod&e, and let M be any A-mod&.
If Q @ Pg lWe PNJO$ Let Q' be a projective A module such that generated and free, say Q' @Q s At. It follows that A so it suEces to be able to cancel copies of A. Thus we may assume that Q = A. Let a: A @ M--j A @ P be the given isomorphism, and ~(1, 0) = (a, pi). Then (a, p,) E A @ P is basic. Let p, ,... s p, C P that p, ,..., p, generate P. Since P has rank at least d + I at each lot we may regard P as a (d + 1)-fold basic direct summand of a finitely generated free module F, as in the proof of Corollaries 1 and 2. By Theorem A(G), there is an element of P of the form p = p, + a(C& qpi) which k basic in .F-By Lemma 1, A$ is a free direct summand of F, and therefore of Let p: A @ P + A @ P be given by the matrix wheref: A -+ P by f (1) = CLa sip, . The composition /3ol: A @ sends (1: 0) ho (a, p). Since p generates a free summand of P, there is a ma v: P + A sendingp to 1 -a. Let y: A @ P + A @ P be the automorphism The isomorphism y@: A @ M --f A @ P sends (1,0) to (1, p). If we let 77 be the automorphism A @ P + A @ P defined by where -$ is the map A + P sending 1 to -p, then the following commutative diagram with exact rows shows that M z P:
The next corollary is the well-known Forster-Swan theorem on the number of generators of a module. In Section 7, we will prove a stronger theorem (Theorem B) on generating a module. COROLLARY [II and 221) . Let N be a jinitely generated A-module and suppose that t = Fe$(j-dimp> + ~(4 , N,)), where 9 is the set of j-primes p of R such that N, # 0. Then N can be generated by t elements.
(Forster and Swan

Proof.
By passing to A/(ann(N)), we may assume that N is faithful, so that 9 is the set of all j-primes of R. Suppose that p(A, N) = u > t. Then there exists an exact sequence where M is a free A-module on u generators. For each prime p of A, M' is
we have u -p(A?, , N,) > j-dim(p) so that, for each p ~9, M' is (j-dim(p) + 1)-fold basic in M at p. By Theorem (Aii), there exists an element m E M' which is basic in M. By Lemma 1, Am is a free summand of M so M g Am @ P for some finitely generated projective A-module P. Since rank(M) = u > (j-dim R) + 1, Corollary 4 implies that P is free of rank u -1. But P maps onto N, so N can be generated by u -1 elements.
his contradicts the assumption that p(A, M) = EL.
The proof of the Forster-Swan theorem just given mimics a proof of a weaker 6'number of generators" result found in Bass [2, Corollary 3.8], We are able to get the full result because of the strength of our version of corollary. The last corollary is a non-projective application of Theorem A. For convenience, we will work with the commutative case A = I?, and we will give the version of the corollary withoutj, since that is closer to the classical result. The first statement of the corollary was stated by Kronecker [14] for the case R = K[xr ... xd] with K a field. It was given a much simpler proof, valid for all noetherian rings, by van der Waerden 1241. e have recently been able to improve the result in case R is a polynomial ring over some other ring (see pj).
COROLLARY 7. Let R be a commutati7;e yiag with noetherim spectrum oj dimension d, and let I C R be an ideal. Then there exist d + 1 elements x1 ,..., x~+~ E I such that, for any prime p of R, (1) p 3_ I if and only ifp ?_ (x1 ,..., x,,,); that is, dI = l/(x, ,.,., x~+~), and (2) If p >_ I and I, f 0, then (x1 ,..., x~+~) g pl.
Proof.
Let J S R be the annihilator of 1, so that 1 is a faithful module over R/J. Let Idfl be the direct sum of d + 1 copies of I. Clearly, for any prime 2 of R/J, P((R/J)~ , It,"") 3 d + 1 > dim R/J. Thus by part i of Theorem A, Id+l contains a basic element x with components x1 ,..., xdfl . We claim that these xi satisfy the conclusions of the corollary. For (l), note that, if p is a prime ideal of R and p 2 1, then surely p 3_ (x1 ,..., x$+r). On the other hand, if p 2 I, then, since 1J = 0 Cp, we must have p 2 J. It follows that I? = (R/J);+'. Since x is basic in (R/J):+' we have x $p(R/J)z++'. Thus, for some i, xi $p as required.
To prove (2), suppose p 3_ I and IP # 0. Then p 3 J, so x E Id+r is basic at p. In particular x #p(ld+i), , so (x1 ,..., xd+J gp1. 1
PROOF OF THEOREM A
In this section, we will prove Theorem A modulo 3 lemmas. The lemmas will be proved in Sections 5-6.
Proof of Theorem A(iii). This follows by deleting the occurrences of "j" from the proofs of (i) and (ii). (ii)(a). In order to reduce (ii)(a) to the special case of (ii)(b) in which a = 1, we must deal with the (non-noetherian) possibility that M' is not finitely generated. Lemma 2 does this. The result is interesting even in the noetherian case, since it gives a fixed bound on the number of elements needed to generate some submodule M" of M satisfying the conditions on M' given in (ii)(a). Using Lemma 2, and replacing M' by M" if necessary, we see that (ii)(a) follows from (ii)(b).
The idea of the proof is to replace the submodule M' = with submodules generated by successiveiy fewer elements, the first of which always has the form m, + am", and such that all the submodules are sufficiently basic. When we reach a point at which ml + am" is the only generator required for such a submodule, the theorem wil! have been proved.
The next Iemma tells us that this shrinking of the number of generators can be done if we are only interested in maintaining basicness at finitely many of the j-primes of R. The final lemma gives us finite sets of j-primes to use in applying Lemma 3. Lemma 4 will also be used in the proof of Lemma 2, given in the next section, LEMMA 4. Let I?9 A, M be as in Theorem A, and let 9 _Cj-spec set of primes. Let M' _C M be an A-submodule. Suppose that, for every ~-p~~rne p such that there exists a j-prime q E B with p $ q, M' is w-fold basic in M at p. Then M' is w-fold basic in M at all but jinitely many of the @&es in .!?~ We can now finish the proof of Theorem A@). We suppose that M' = ~~=, Ami and that (a, m,) is j-basic in A 0 M. We say that a set of elements (nl , . . . , n,> with ni E M' is a basic set if the submodule N = CL, Agi is (min(x, j-dim(p) + I)]-fold basic in M at p for all j-primes p. By hypothesis (ml ,..., m,) is a basic set. On the other hand, if (ml is a basic set, then m is j-basic in IVl.
We will show if (nr ,..~i n,> is a basic set with x > I, then there exist elements a1 ,..., azM1 E A such that (n, + aa,n, , a2 + a2n3: )..., n,-, + azWIrz,) is a basic set. 4f we apply this fact u -I times starting with the basic set {ml I..~, m,), we obtain a basic set with only one element m; this element will have the form required by Theorem A(ii)(b).
Suppose once again that N = CT=, Ani with (zr ,...) n,) a basic set. We claim that there are only finitely many j-primes p such that iai is not (min(x, j-dim(p) + 2))-fold basic at p. Since j-dim R is finite, we need only show this forj-primes p with a fixed value of s = j-dim(p), For ailj-primes q with j-dim(q) > s, min(x, j-dim(q) + 1) 3 min(x, s + 2). Thus Lemma 4 applies with B = (p a j-prime of R 1 j-dimp = s> to show that N is Thus {nl + aurn,, n2 + u2nz ,..., n,-, + a,-in,) is a basic set as required. The proof of Theorem A on the basis of Lemmas 2-4 is complete. 1
THE PROOFS OF LEMMAS 2 AND 4 AND THE CAKE A = R OF LEMMA 3
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem A in the case A = R by proving these lemmas. We will make use of the ideals &(A, M) which were defined and discussed in Section 2.
Proof of Lemma 4. We suppose that M' CM is w-fold basic at all j-primes p such that p is properly contained in some prime of 8, and we wish to show that M' is w-fold basic at all but finitely many j-primes in 8. We will show that M' is w-fold basic at all j-primes in .P except possibly at those which are minimal over the ideal 1JA, M/M') for some u. Since there are only finitely many j-primes minimal over each I,(& M/M'), and only finitely many distinct ideals of the form I,(A, M/M'), the result will be established.
Suppose that p E P and that p is not minimal over any IJM/M'). Thus it suffices to choose elements aj E A to fulfill the second condition of the lemma. For those i with wi 3 u, the condition is clearly satisfied for any choice of a, . Therefore we may assume that wi < ZE for ah i.
The proof is now an induction on the number u of primes involved. The case 7~' = 0 is vacuous. Reordering the pi , if necessary, we may assume that p, is minimal among p, ,..., p, and, hence, p, 2 flz:l p, . Suppose that a,',..., a:-1 E A have been chosen so that ml' = ml + aalmu , m ' = mz f a2'mu ,D.~) m;_, = mu--I $ auelmu 9.6 generate a submodule which is w,-fold basic at pi for i < 71.
We will show that we can choose a; ,...) ai-1 so that:
for any Y E R -p, my = m,' + aafrmu , rni = m2' + airmu ,..., rni-, = miM1 f aLehrmtG are w,-fold basic at p, a If we choose Y E n,,, p, , but Y # p, , then the elements m" ,..*, rnz-, will be wi-fold basic at pi for i < v. For i < v, this is true because it was true for the m,', and Y ~9~ , while, for i = v, it is guaranteed by (Y). This completes the induction.
It remains to show we can pick elements CZ; to satisfy the conditions of (*). We may begin by localizing at p, . Let J denote the jacobson radical of A,. Since questions of basicness over A, are not affected by reducing module J, we may factor out J and assume that A is semisimple artinian. This puts us in the position of the following lemma, which will finish the proof of Lemma 3.
In Lemma 5, we will use the language appropriate to the above situation:
If A is semisimple, M a finitely generated A module, and m E will say m is basic in M if p(A, M) > p(A, M/Am) and that a submodule M'C M is w-fold basic if y(A, M/M') < p(A, M) -w. is w-fold basic in M.
We have already remarked that for the case A = R of Lemma 3 it is enough to prove Lemma 5 when A is a field. We do this now; we will postpone the proof of Lemma 5 in general to the next section.
Proof of Lemma 5 in Case A is a jield.
If CIl: Am, is w-fold basic, choose ai = 0 for all i. Otherwise let x < u be the largest integer such that m, E CTii Ami . Such an x must exist since CyLt Am, is a vector space of dimension <w -1 and there are u -1 > w -1 elements ml ,..., m,-r . Choose ai = 0 for i # x and a, = 1. This clearly satisfies the lemma if x # 1. But, if x = I, then, by the choice of X, we have ml = 0. Because (a, m,) is basic in A @ M, we must have a # 0, and hence the choice is again, satisfactory. 1
Proof of Lemma 2. We wish to find d + 1 elements of M' which generate a (j-dim(p) + 1)-fold b asic submodule of M at every j-prime p. To do this, we introduce some notation: P:t = {j-primes p of j-height < t}. dim,(p) = the length of the longest chain of j-primes containing p in P't . Sincej-dim(R) = d, everyj-prime belongs to .PId , soj-dim,(p) = j-dim(p). We will inductively choose d + 1 elements of M' so that, for each t < d + 1, the first t + 1 elements generate a [j-dim(p)) + II-fold basic submodule at each j-prime E Pt .
Suppose m, ,..., m, have been found so that N = C:=, Am, is (dim,_r(p) + 1)-fold basic at everyp E .Pt-i . Since dim,(p) < dim,-,(p) + 1, N will be (dim,(p))-fold basic for all p E Pt-r . Fix s < t, and let 8,,, = {p cPt j dim,(p) = s}. For any j-prime p' such that p' is properly contained in a prime of 8,,, , we have p' E 8,-r , and dim,($) > s. Thus N is (s + I)-fold basic in M at p'. Lemma 4, applied with 9 = 8,,, , now shows that N is (s + I)-fold basic in M at all but finitely many of the primes in P,,, . Since us B,,, = gt , we see that N is (dim,(p) + l)-fold basic in M at p for all but finitely many primes p E B, . Let q1 ,..., qu E P't be the finitely many exceptional primes.
We now consider M/N. Since N is not (dim,(p) + 1)-fold basic at any qi , the hypothesis of the lemma shows that M'/N is basic in M/N at each of the primes qr )..., qu . We will find an element f&+r of &F/W which is basic in /IV at each prime q1 ,..., qu . If mtil is any element of ' which reduces -to mttl modulo N, it is clear that t+1 M" = c Am, i=l satisfies the conditions of the lemma.
To show the existence of i%,,, , we use induction on the number u. As in the proof of Lemma 3, we may rearrange the primes so that qu is minimal among the qi U Now suppose that %iE+, E M'jiV has been chosen to be basic at each prime q1 ,..., qUml . If H.;+, is basic at qu , we are done. If not, pick r E R such that r E (&, qi) but 7 $ qu and choose i$+r E M'/N to be basic at qu I Then H,,, = $,, + Y$+, is basic at each prime qr )..*, qU .
We have now completed the proof of Theorem A in the case A = R. For the general case, all that remains is the proof of Lemma 5, which is contained in the next section.
A LEMMA ABOUT SEMISIMPLE ARTIKIAN RINGS
To simplify the proof of Lemma 5, it is useful to isolate a certain special case which occurs (essentially) in [22, Lemma 41~ For the reader's convenience we will reproduce Swan's proof. LEMMA 6. Let A be a semisimple artinian ring, and let M be a cyclic A module. Suppose ml , m2 E M aye such that M = Am, + Am,.
Then there exists a E A such that for all central units r E M = A(m, + arm&
Proof" Since M is cyclic there is an epimorphism A -+ IV. Since A is semisimple, the map splits, and we have for some A-module M'. Again, because A is semisimple, Am, n Am, is a direct summand of Am, . Since the complement must be cyclic, it will have the form Abm, for some b E A. Thus we have we have iV 2 Cg, An, and either (1') n, E AT, or (2') h(Ar) > (V -1) h, + p. We first apply (M) to the sequence of elements n, = 7n2 ,..., 12, = m, p with v = 1, and obtain a sequence of elements If, on the other hand, (1') is not satisfied but (2.') is, we may apply (**) to the sequence of elements %?I',..., nu' with v = 2, and obtain a sequence of elements (2) 72, = n,', (2) = n2 n2' + U2%', (2) n3 (2) = ns',..., n, = n,' such that (CC) is satisfied. We continue in this way until we reach a case in which (1') is satisfied, or until we have applied (**) with v = u -1. We obtain a sequence of elements of M' of the form ml + aa,m,, m2 t a2m2 ,..., m,-, + au4m,, m, , In either case, we see that N = M', so that the above choice of the elements ai satisfies Lemma 5.
It remains to prove (x*). We may assume, as above, that
Suppose v > 1. Set M" = (Cl=, An,)/(Crli An,), and let n;, be the image of n, in M", so that M" = Aq . Choose 6, b' E A so that An, = Abn, @ Ab'n, and such that h(Abn,) = min(h(An,), /\,, -X(&T')).
Because of this choice, An, @ Abn, = M" @ Abn, is cyclic, so, by Lemma 6, there exists an a,' E A such that A(f& + a,'bn,) = M" @ Abn, .
The choice a, = a,'b satisfies (M) because either h(Ar,,) < h( which case 72, E Abn, ) or h(M" @ Abn,) = &, 9 so that + X (A(m, + a,m,)) as required.
The case u = 1 remains; the only difference is that we must work with the element a E A, so things become more complicated. In any case, if X(An,) 2 4, then the choice a, = 0 satisfies (w), so we may assume h(An,f < 4. We choose b, b' E A such that An, = Ah, @ Ab'n, and h(Abn,) = min(&An,), Q -X(Anr)).
Let e be a idempotent of A which generates the right ideal aA so that e = ac, for some c E A, and ea = a. The modules A(a, ml) and A(e, nf) are isomorphic by the map sending (a, a1) to (ac, nr) = (e, nr). Thus in particular W(a, 4) = WA(e, 4). THEOREM B. Let R be a commutative j-noetherian kg, and let A be an R-algebra which is Jinitely generated as an R-module. Let M be an A module which is generated by Jinitely many elements m, ,..., m, E M.
Suppose that for every j-prime p of R with m, $ PM, we have:
Then there exist elements a, ,..., a,-, E A such that
Proof of Theorem B. Let .P be the set of j-primes p with mt $pn/r, . We will do an induction on the number 21 = z:$j-dim(p) + ~(4, n/r,)). The most famous problem in the subject of projective modules is Serre's very durable question: Let K be a field R = K[x, ..* xd] a polynomial ring. Is every projective R-module free ? We would like to conjecture a more modest version of this: eoazjecture 2. Let R be a noetherian ring of dimension d, and suppose that R = S[X] for some ring S, where jc is an indeterminate.
Then every projective R-module of rank d has a free stmmand.
Here is some evidence to support this assertion: If d = 1, then its nilpotent radical is a principal ideal ring, and the conjecture follows at once. For the case d = 2, the conjecture was established by Murthy [17, Theorem 21 under the additional assumption that there are only finitely many maximal ideals p of S such that S, is not a discrete valuation ring. (This includes Seshadri's theorem). We have been able to establish the result for all d, under the hypothesis that S is a polynomial ring (possibly with 0 indeterminates) over a semilocal ring of positive dimension. In a different direction, Bass [3] has shown that, if d is odd, then every stably free R-module of rank d has a free summand. This implies our conjecture in case d is odd and S is itself a polynomial ring over some field.
In line with Theorem A, it seems natural to make a stronger conjecture to include non-projective modules:
Conjecture 2. Let R and S be as in Conjecture 1. Suppose generated R-module such that, for every j-prime p of R, Then M contains a j-basic element.
is a finitely It turns out that this is true if M is a direct sum of ideals of as a consequence an improved version of Kronecker's theorem (Corollary 7). See [7] for a discussion of this.
Still using Tbeorem A as a model, one might hope to strengthen this conjecture still further to include the cancellation theorem and the ForsterSwan %heorem, both improved by lowering the numerical bound by I, as corollaries. For a precise version of this, see [8] , where it is proved, along with Conjectures 1 and 2, in the case in which S is a polynomial ring (possi$ly with 0 indeterminates) over a semilocal ring of positive dimension. X note of warning should be sounded regarding the stable range %heorem. Here the bound d + 1 cannot be improved when R has the form K[xx, ?...) x~], with M a field. The following example is due to Vasershtein [26] : Let K be the field of real numbers, and let R = K[x, ... xd]* Then x1 ,*.') xd , 1 -C $ is a unimodular row of d + 3 elements over R, and there exist no elements kzl )~a.? ad E R such that is unimodular.
(The only proof that we know of this fact is topological.) However, it seems to be an open question whether, if R is as in Conjecture I, ) is transitive on unimodular rows (see [I] for %he connection).
B. Cancellation
Here there is a great scarcity of strong results and of counterexamples.
One would like to prove under some general hypothesis that, if R is a commutative noetherian ring and L, M, and N are finitely generated R modules such that L @ M g L @ N, then M s N. The drawback of Bass's theorem (Corollary 4) is that it requires L to be projective and M (or N) to have a "large" projective summand. Dress in [6] On the other hand, we know of no counterexample to cancellation over any l-dimensional commutative ring. (But Swan has given an example of failure of cancellation in a finite non-commutative Z-algebra.)
Vasconcelos [25] has shown that, if R is an integrally closed domain, I and J ideals of R, and M a finitely generated R module, then I @ M z J 0 M implies I z J.
Bass's cancellation theorem can be extended to cancel modules of finite projective dimension from big projectives. The exact statement is the following: Let R and A be as in Theorem A. Let P be a finitely generated projective module of rank >&dim(R).
Let M be a finitely generated module of finite projective dimension. Let P' be any projective module. Then P @ M g P' @ M implies P g P'.
(Proof. We know from [23 exists a finitely generated projective module Q such that P @ Q g P' @ Q. example if K is the field of real numbers and a partial answer if R is algebraically closed of characteristic >Q. The full result in characteristic > is unknown. We conclude with an example to show that one cannot, in cancellation theorem, replace the condition that M have a large projective summand, with the condition that M require many generators locally (as Theorem A might lead one to hope) or even with the condition that M be torsion-free of large rank.
EXAMPLE.
Let K be the field of real numbers, and let s = qx, ) x2 ) x3] ii 1 -(this is the coordinate ring of the 2-sphere). Let R = S[ y1 ) ya], where the yi are indeterminants.
We will construct, for each i, finitely generated torsion free R-modules Mi and N, of torsion-free rank i + 2 such that R @ lWi s R @ Ni but AL$ C& Ni .
To do this, we first define P to be the S-module which is the cokernel of the map where X, is the image of xi in S. P is in fact projective, because is split by the map (this is because C $ = 1). Thus S @ P g S3 gg S @ S2. It is known (Swan 121, Theorem 31) that P g s'.
Let Q = pi OS P, and let I = ( y1 , yn), the ideal of generated by y1 and ye . Let Ji = I@I@*~~@d.
ei times
Finally, set Mi = Q @ Ji , NE = R* @ Ji . Since S 0 P e S3, it fohows that R 0 Q s R3, so R @ n/r, s R @ Ni , and MC and ATi are torsion-free of rank i f 2 as promised.
To conclude, we must show that Mi c+ Ni . To do this we will use the following easy lemma:
7. Let R be any commutative noetherian ring, and let I be an ideal of R that contains an R-sequence of length 2. Then any map x:I-tR satisfies x(l) _C I.
Proof. The exact sequence 0 + I + R + R/I -+ 0 gives rise to an exact sequence Hom(R, R) -+ Hom(1, R) + Extr(R/I, R).
Since I contains an R-sequence of length 2, Extl(R/I, R) = 0 [12, p. 1011. Thus every map from I to R is induced by multiplication by some element of R; in particular every map from I to R carries I into 1. 1 Now suppose, contrary to what we wish to show, that lVIi s Ni for some i. We will conclude that the S-modules P and Sa are isomorphic, a contradiction.
Suppose the isomorphism is given by the matrix Since y, , y2 E I are an R-sequence, it follows from Lemma 7 that y,,: Ji + R2 has image contained in lRz. Further, since v is an isomorphism, (vu> ~12): Q 0 Ji + R2 is an epimorphism, so R2 = vll(Q) + IR'. Let U C R be the multiplicatively closed set U = { 1 + y / y E I>, so that IV is in the Jacobson radical of RU . Since RU2 = (T~~(QQ))~ + IRU2, Nakayama's lemma implies that RU2 = errs , that is, that ~11~: Qu + Ru2 is onto. Since QLi is a projective of rank 2, this implies that QU E RU2. To finish the proof, note that RR,/IU g S, and QU/IUQV g P. Thus from Qu s Ru2, it follows that P s S" as S-modules, which is the desired contradiction. fl Note ad&d in proof. A very slightly weakened form of Theorem B can be obtained as another corollary of Theorem A. Assume that the condition of Theorem B is satisfied for all j-primes of R, and let be a free presentation of M using the given generators. Theorem A(ii)(b) can now be applied (with a = 1) to the submodule of F* generated by the images n, ,..., n, of the dual basis elements in A*. We get elements a, **. atml E A such that nt f C:-' aini is basic in F*. It follows easily that these CZ~ satisfy Theorem B.
